Moon Phases
What Are We Doing? Modeling, for children ages 10 and older, why the shape of the
Moon appears to change over the course of a month.
How Long Will It Take Us? About 20 minutes.
What’s Needed?
An orange
A bright light (such as a lamp without a lampshade)
How Do We Start?
Ask your child how the shape of the Moon appears to change over the month. Is there a
pattern to this change? Why might this occur?
Invite your child to experiment using a model of the Moon, Sun, and Earth. In their
model, the orange will be the Moon, the lamp will be the Sun, and their head will be
Earth.
What Do We Do?
Does the orange make its own light? Does our Moon make its own light?
Turn the light on and direct it toward the orange. Invite your child to observe the
bright side of the orange that is reflecting the light, just like our Moon does.
When we look at the Moon, if it does not make its own light, why does it look so
bright — where does the Moon get its light? The Moon gets its light from the
Sun. In the same way that the Sun illuminates Earth, the Moon reflects the Sun's
light, making it appear bright in our sky.
Have your child hold the fruit at arm's length, pointing at the light. What do they
observe about the Moon? Is the part of the Moon they see from Earth
illuminated? No.
What part is illuminated? The part facing the “Sun” that they cannot observe
from “Earth”.
Based on this observation, does the Moon really have a “dark” side? No. Is the
side of the Moon facing the Sun always illuminated? Yes, just like the side of
Earth facing the Sun always is illuminated. They can observe that the side
facing the Sun is always illuminated throughout this activity.
What phase of the “Moon” are they observing from “Earth”? The new Moon.
Ask your child to slowly turn 180 degrees, or a half-circle in the direction that our
Moon orbits Earth (counter-clockwise), keeping the Moon at arm's length and
slightly higher than his or her head.

As the Moon revolves and changes positions in relation to the Sun, what
happens to the illumination of the Moon's surface as viewed from Earth? It
increases until the side facing Earth is fully illuminated. What phase of the Moon
do they observe when they have orbited half way around Earth? (A full Moon).
Once your child is comfortable observing the changing illumination of the Moon,
repeat the activity so that each Moon phase is revealed. Start with the new Moon
and have your child rotate in steps of 45 degrees, pausing at each of the eight
phases to make observations about the illumination and to identify the phase.
Wrapping Up
Invite your child to continue his or her exploration. Ask your child to recount the patterns
of changing illumination they observe.
Sing the Phrases for Phases song to help your child remember the names and shapes
of the phrases.

Phrases with Phases
Lyrics by Becky Nelson, The Lunar and Planetary Institute
Sung to the tune The Ants Go Marching …

Each Moon phase marches COUNTERCLOCKWISE —
Now, let’s start . . .
The FIRST PHASE is the NEW MOON that we see as DARK.
Then next the WAXING CRESCENT shines
A LITTLE LIGHT upon the RIGHT,
And after that’s the
QUARTER MOON, where the
RIGHT HALF’S LIGHT.
Following is WAXING GIBBOUS on the RIGHT,
Where the LIGHT continues SPREADING and becoming bright.
We’ll be HALFWAY through the phases soon,
With the FULLest, brightest, biggest MOON,
Just before the DARK creeps
On the RIGHT
Of a WANING MOON.
The WANING GIBBOUS phase is when the LIGHT will SHRINK,
Then what will be the next phase after that, you think?
It’s once AGAIN a QUARTER MOON,
But the DARK HALF’s now upon the RIGHT,
And the LEFT side is the
One’s that’s BRIGHT!!
Did you get that right?
The next phase is the LAST phase where there’s just a spark
Of light, so WANING CRESCENT appears ALMOST DARK!
The Moon is really magical,
When it’s WAXING, WANING, NEW OR FULL.
And it COULDN’T SHINE at all
WITHOUT…….
THE SUN’S……..bright light!!

